
M-Cube
• The first of its kind mmWave massive MIMO 

software radio with reconfigurable phased array

• Modified low-cost commodity 802.11ad radio

• Separates the control path and data path, 
regenerates the phased array control signals and 
recreates the data signals using a programmable 
baseband
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Introduction
M (M-Cube) is an open-source mmWave software 
radio platform developed by UC San Diego. The UB 
UnionLabs project aims to utilize AWS to enable 
remote sharing of the M-Cube and other wireless 
platforms deployed at the UB WINGS Lab, along 
with wireless testbeds deployed at other labs.

Architecture
• User control via JavaScript web interface

• AWS for cloud services

• Two (2) M-Cube nodes

• X86 PC running Linux with Python server that 
ties together AWS, Power Distribution Unit 
(PDU), and M-Cube test beds, each running 
Linux operating system

• GNU Radio, MATLAB and Python on PC for 
running experiments via XPRA
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Amazon Web Services - AWS
• AWS is a cloud ecosystem providing useful 

services.  Our project uses a number of these 
services, including:

• Cognito – authentication and authorization 
services

• IoT Core – Track, configure and manage 
devices in the cloud

• MQTT – Protocol for IoT communications 
services

• MQTT Device Shadows – Tool for keeping 
device state information available, even when 
not connected

Objectives
• Setup an operational testbed and enable loading 

of codebooks and scripts

• Generate codebooks for phased array control 
and radar configuration for WINGS Lab

• Support remote configuration and real-time 
status feedback

• Enable real-time control of phased arrays

• Provide remote control of tools such as MATLAB 
or GNU Radio

• Integrate with the UnionLabs system

• Run remote experiments on M-Cube platform

• Allow retrieval of test data and results

Operation
• User logs into UnionLabs system with 

username/password (AWS allows authentication 
via Google and Facebook as well as Cognito)

• Subject to granted account permissions, user 
can access M-Cube dashboard, allowing them to 
control power delivery, configure, and load 
codebooks onto the devices

• Post configuration, access to a control system 
(eg. GNU Radio) will be available - Operated 
from the webpage using XPRA

• Tests can be run, visualizations are shown to the 
remote user, and results can be gathered for 
local analysis 

Figure 1: M-Cube TX-RX Pair

Future Work
• Continued refinement of user interface

• Continued usability testing 

• Supporting and verifying a wider range of test 
scenarios, including RF communications, 
RADAR, and other mmWave research

• Integrating with the larger UB UnionLabs
project

• Adding support for storing, modifying and 
sharing of configurations, data sets and test 
results

Figure 2: System Architecture
Figure 3: Testbed Setup

Results
• Calibrated testbed and achieved successful 

initial setup

• Enabled remote testbed access including user 
auth and customized testbed-specific controls

• Proved the possibility of integration into a 
federated system built upon a standard 
platform (AWS)

• Router communication enabled


